Due to high costs associated with contaminated recycling,
Council’s contractor has been instructed to no longer empty
contaminated household recycling crates.
We also need to clean up contamination at the recycling
drop-oﬀ zones in our district.
This ﬂyer applies to both crates and drop-oﬀ zones.

Contamination issues:
Non-recyclable material

Eg, plastics 3-7, polystyrene, soft plastic bags, fabric, dirty nappies,
fastfood bags (with or without leftovers), broken household items (chairs,
buckets etc).
Put these items in your rubbish.

Only plastics 1 and 2 can be recycled - ﬁnd the symbol!
Items that are dirty, unrinsed or had food waste on it
Eg, unwashed milk bottles, dog food cans, pizza boxes with food sticking
to the cardboard, fastfood packaging that is greasy and has food scraps.
Rinse items or if that is not possible, put them in your rubbish.
Includes lids/caps/tops. Remove these and put them in your rubbish.
Contains potentially hazardous material.
AND for household crates, speciﬁcally:
Is not in an oﬃcial Council crate. Council’s contractor will only empty
oﬃcial Council crates.
Is not placed at kerbside.
Is too full, over-ﬂowing.

Thank you for doing
your part to clean up
the contamination...
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It’s about protecting
the future for us
tamariki...

Recycling symbols - usually on the bottom of products
Look for this symbol...
Titiro mo tenei tohu...

1

2

Commonly used plastic items that ARE recyclable: Milk bottles, soft
drink bottles, some plastic meat trays, some household products...
Commonly used items that AREN’T recyclable: Yogurt pots,
margarine containers, ice cream containers, some plastic meat trays,
some condiment containers...
If you can’t see a recycling symbol or there is no number in the
symbol, put the item in your rubbish. Sadly, Council has no control
over the visibility of these symbols!
There are millions of products on the market. We cannot list them all!

Key messages
Only plastics
1 and 2.
He kirihou tahi
me te rua
anake.

Remove lids
and caps.
Tangohia ngā
taupoki.

No broken
items.
Kahore
ngā mea
pakaru.

Please
rinse
containers.
Horoi
o ipu.

Thank you for reading this ﬂyer and
for your recycling eﬀorts.

